SuperGP – Round 1 –
Phakisa Freeway -15th & 16th of March 2014
th

The weekend of the 15-16 March saw some monumental changes to both the format and series of
the South African National Superbike Championships.
The ETR Performance Racing Team was extremely impressed by the professionalism and the huge
effort made by GAS Sports and we all see it as a step in the right direction to improving motorsport in
our Country.
ETR is hopeful that all the competitors and team owners/managers will come to appreciate the effort
made to make this extremely expensive sport more affordable in the hope of offering and more level
playing field to all competitors.
Unfortunately many members of the racing fraternity all too easily forget (selective amnesia) that SBK
racing works in swings and roundabouts – ebb and tides. Not too dissimilar to the circle of life.
Some years ago Suzuki had the edge in its GSXR K models, then it was the turn of Honda and then
BMW and now Kawasaki dominates the fields. At some point Yamaha will be releasing their new
model and this may become the King of all the Roosters – who knows. But one thing is certain – each
Manufacturer has basked in glory at some time and this cycle continues – ad infinitum.
So if we can all rally around the guys at GAS Racing and offer support, constructive criticism etc as
opposed to continues negative content I am sure we are going to have a blast this season.

From Left to Right: Dean Vos, Cameron Petersen, Rob Portman and Nick VD Walt

With the format of the racing now changing to both a Saturday and Sunday series as well as the
(finally) lack of cars most teams found themselves with more space available than they were used to.
ETR quickly filled this area up with paraphernalia we did not even know we had hidden in our
transporters.
For 2014 ETR has also enlisted the services of Cape Town young gun Nick Van Der Walt who will be
our Rookie rider in SuperGP class. Nick has never ridden a Superbike in anger before and so this will
be his baptism of fire.
ETR put in a huge effort to showcase our commitment to our partners, sponsors and our riders – and
our pit setup reflected this high level of professionalism.

Class of 2014 ETR Brother Yamaha Team
Ricky Morais – Crew Chief
“It never ceases to amaze me as the old adage goes – time flies when you having fun”. Unfortunately
the first race of the season snuck up on me like a ton of bricks. With the new rules changes there was
not a heck of a lot that can be changed on a stock bike but what we are able to do is make the mass
produced bikes with their flaws just that much better – in order to give our riders a quality piece of
equipment to compete with.
Our testing program was cut a bit short during the negotiation phase for some new sponsorship and
so the race became our official test.
During Saturday's practice sessions the team made the final setup adjustments before our riders
headed into qualifying and Superpole.
Cam was on pace during all the practice sessions and he managed to qualify in P3 for both races.
Dean was struggling with setup and confidence during all the practice sessions. In qualifying he
managed to improve his time but still only qualified in P9 and P8
Rob was consistent throughout practice and he managed to get into Superpole where he qualified 8th
- well done Rob.
Nick has shown the biggest improvement – during practice he was just behind Rob and he really
impressed us with his lap times - especially because Phakisa is a new track for him and he still has a
lot to learn. Nick qualified in P12 and P13

Sunday Races were extremely competitive, with all our riders competing in the premier classes we
know that there is always going to be a lot of competing in the races which provides everyone with a
lot of excitement
The first Super600 race was extremely close, there were at least 8 top riders in the front group for the
first few laps. The race was red flagged after about half the race due to a big crash. Cam rode like a
true champ and made us proud with a 4th in race one and Dean started to find his feet again and
managed to finish 6th.
The second Super600 race was just as exciting and both Cam and Dean really showed us what the
Yamaha's can do. Cam came 3rd and gave our team their first podium and also had the fastest lap
time in the race, Dean managed to catch Shelly just before the finish line and got 5th.
The SuperGP turned out to be a very competitive class.
Rob Portman had a good race and managed to finish 10th In race 1. Nick really impressed us all with
his lap time of a 1:43.1 and had a really good race and finished 12th.
In the second SuperGP race Rob was up to 7th with a lap time of a 1:41.2 when his foot peg came
loose and he was forced to retire. Nick still riding like a Demon carried on improving his lap times - he
managed to achieve a 1:41, 8 and managed to finish 11th.
Overall the team is extremely happy with the outcome of the first round. We are proud of all our riders
and think that this is going to be one of the most exciting seasons in a very long time.
From my perspective this was a very successful event and as the Crew Chief I want to extend my
congratulations to Portable Shade riders Clint Sellar and Stephan Odendaal for both winning their
respective classes.
My further congrats goes out to Monster Energy for their support, Motorsport SA for allowing this
series to be managed by the GAS Sport team. Obviously there is room for improvement and we are
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all looking forward to the next round at Redstar Raceway on the 26 and the 27 of April.
I also wish to further take this opportunity to thank our own ETR sponsors, without whom we would be
on the grid.

SuperGP Rider – Robert Portman #86

Rob in full flight Turn 1

In Robs own words: “I was so excited to finally swing my leg over my ETR Yamaha R1. I had not
done much testing leading up to the race so I was going to spend most of this meeting finding setup. I

knew that we were going to battle to beat the big 4-cyclinder bikes but I knew that if we could get the
setup right we could be in with a shout.
Myself, Ricky and Paul worked hard on getting the bike right and had a good qualifying session where
I managed a 7th which put me in the top 10 Superpole. I battled a bit on the Superpole lap but was
still satisfied with 8th on the grid. race one and we went with the older set of tyres whilst most others
went with their new set. I got a good start and was up in 6th.
I was then past by a couple of very fast Kawasaki's. I managed to tag them for a few laps. A few setup
problems started to effect me so I had to settle for 9th place. No ideal but ~I knew what changes
needed to be made for race two. I got another great start in race two and was up to 5th place. Was
soon passed by the same fast Kawasaki's but this time the setup was good so I could challenge. My
pace was good and I knew the riders I was battling with would fade so I started putting more and
more pressure on them.
After about the 5th lap, I felt my right foot slip off the foot peg. This happened a couple of times more
over the next couple of laps. I would soon realise that the right rear set was coming lose so I had to
pull off ending my chances of a top 7 position.
Not the results we wanted, but we did make huge strides with the setup. Big thanks to Ricky and the
rest of the team for an amazing weekend. Also to all involved with the new SuperGP Series. It really is
out of this world and I can't wait for the rest of the season!

SuperGP Rider – Nicholas VD Walt #42

Nick #42 at Turn 7

As the new comer into the ETR Yamaha race team I was somewhat in awe as to all the background
activity that takes place in a Factory outfit. Having been a Privateer all my riding career it was a huge
eye opener seeing all the effort that goes into preparing the bikes, the pits, the infrastructure and
the logisitics.
As this was my first race I faced two challenges – having never raced a 1000cc bike before at Phakisa
was one challenge, and battling with the thin atmospheric pressure was another.
My primary focus for race weekend was to bank some valuable points and bring the bike home all in
one piece.

I achieved both objectives which means that I can now focus on pushing the envelope which
includes some more intense testing. Another minor challenge I need to focus on is my fitness levels
as the races a a bit longer this year than the past.
I truly wish to thank the whole of Team Emtek Racing Yamaha for this awesome opportunity to
showcase my skills. I also wish to extend my appreciation to the GAS Sport management and
Monster Energy for their commitment to our sport.
Super600 Rider – Cameron Petersen #1

Cam Petersen #1 at Turn 1
I would be lying if I said I did not feel the pressure on me. Carrying the #1 plate means that you
become the biggest target in the field and as I had had limited testing time, the switch to Yamaha was
not without its teething problems.
There was a lot of effort put into making the (stock standard) front end feel like a race should feel but
this still hampered my progress.
My Crew Chief worked incessantly to also change my rear feeling and setup.
One of my own personal challenges will be to learn how to launch the new R6 as I struggled a bit in
both heats.
I am however pleased with my results as Phakisa has never really rewarded me with good results and
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I obtained my first podium of the season for Yamaha as well as a deserved 3 Overall for the day.
So now we head of to do some more testing and then our next race at Redstar Raceway.

Super600 Rider – Dean Vos #49

Dean Vos #49 at Turn 13.
The weekend started off with good weather and the first session came before we knew it.
Over the two practice sessions I found myself quite off pace. The team and myself worked non stop
over Saturday to get it my setup as good as possible but with only two practice sessions we felt that
we never had enough time to get the set up perfect. I went out for qualifying and did the best I could
but was disappointed with my result ninth for heat one and eighth for heat two.
Race 1. I didn’t have a great start but found myself battling for a top 5 I had just passed Kershaw
when the red flag came out so we had to go a lap back which put Kershaw ahead of me again.
We restarted the race and I again had a bad start and lost some ground to the leading group although
I tried my best to catch Kershaw again but I just couldn't in the 7 lap restart so I had to settle for 6th
place.
Race 2. I got off to a great start and was sixth into turn one where one of the riders behind me over
committed and ended up riding into the back of me - leaving my new leathers full of black tire marks. I
managed to pass Kershaw and then Shelly but by that time the leading group had already got away.
With 2/3 of the race complete Shelly decided on passing me back. I then began to put as much
pressure as I could on him passing him everywhere I could and showing him my front wheel in all
corners possible.
I knew that I wouldn’t be able to defend my line in the second last turn due to not been able to brake
as late as him, so my move had to wait for the last turn of the last lap. I lined Shelly up off the back
straight and passed him which he passed me right back again into the third last turn and went very
defensive into the second last turn which caused him to lose some drive.
I was going to make a move up the inside into the last turn as I had the drive but Shelly went
defensive again so I quickly changed my line and went for the fastest line and the line that would give
me the most drive and managed to out drive him to the line, beating him by 0.019 and gave me fifth
for the race.
I was pleased with my result knowing that when we get our set up perfect we will be right up there
with the front group.
I would also like to give GAS some credit for all the effort they have made towards improving our sport
- this is without a doubt the best thing for our sport.

Last but not least I would like to thank my awesome team and all the teams sponsors. I would also
like to thank my personal sponsor, mentor and business partner Mr. Tony Silva. I’m looking forward to
the next round at Redstar Raceway - see you all there!
- #49VOS
All pictures above have been reproduced courtesy of Zenon from MCSA

A Huge thanks to all the support from our generous partners that make it
possible for us to partake in the sport we love:

Trojan
Panelbeaters

